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B2 & C1 Ideas for teaching and learning on and offline
Handbooks for Teachers
Find everything you need to know about the exams

For more ideas – Tips for Teachers
B2 https://bit.ly/34h6Agp

C1 https://bit.ly/3s4WE1J

Reading Skills
Making multiple choice questions engaging!!
www.socrative.com for creating digital versions of multiple-choice questions
Read and Improve
https://readandimprove.englishlanguageitutoring.com/search
Read & Improve is a research project.
By using it, you are helping us improve technology that will help English learners around the
world.
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Read & Improve provides up-to-date news articles from around the world, graded according
to the level of the language they use on the internationally-recognised CEFR Scale.
How to use Read & Improve
1. First you must sign in and choose the best CEFR level for you. You can change
your level later on your account page.
2. Then you can start reading news articles at your CEFR level. You can also use
the search box to search for news you are interested in.
Gapfill Generator
www.random-idea-english.blogspot.com/2011/07/tools-gapfill-generator.html
Developing vocabulary skills at B2 First for Schools and beyond
Supporting learners with Paper 1 Reading & Use of English
www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/579198--online-teaching-b2-first-for-schools-and-c1advanced- vocabulary-development-similes.pdf

Word families and vocabulary
www.vocabulary.com

https://graphwords.com
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https://visuwords.com/
Word formation
Lesson plan
181530-cambridge-english-b2-first-for-schools-reading-and-use-of-english-part-3.pdf
(cambridgeenglish.org)

Wordwall
Drag and drop
https://wordwall.net/resource/4314604/word-building-b2

https://wordwall.net/resource/754327/word-formation
Lesson plan for developing vocabulary: word building
www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/579196--online-teaching-b2-first-for-schools-and-c1advanced- use-of-english-word-building.pdf
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Vocabulary development
English Vocabulary Profile
www.englishprofile.org/wordlists
Vocabkitchen
www.vocabkitchen.com
Copy and paste some text in the profiler to check its vocabulary level.

Creating student generated wordlists

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/plus/
Write & Improve https://writeandimprove.com/
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B2 Writing Checklist lesson plan
www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/530775-cambridge-english-b2-first-for-schools-writinglesson-plan.pdf

Self-access: plans for learners writing part 1
C1 Advanced
www.cambridgeenglish.org/Images/583526-c1-advanced-self-access-learning-writing-part-1discursive-essay.pdf

Lesson plans
www.cambridgeenglish/org/your-new-classroom
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Assessing Writing Guides for Teachers

B2 https://bit.ly/3CLyLQe

C1 https://bit.ly/3xhhxcj

Writing Part 2 B2 First for Schools - Set Text
www.cambridgeenglish.org/exams-and-tests/first-for-schools/exam-format/
•
•
•
•

Set text for January 2021–December 2022: Rebecca by Daphne du Maurier
Teachers may choose to prepare candidates for questions on this set text by studying
any film version of Rebecca, as well as, or instead of, the book.
Set text for January 2023–December 2024: The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald
Teachers may choose to prepare candidates for questions on this set text by studying
any film version of The Great Gatsby, as well as, or instead of, the book.

Developing writing skills
https://ciell.eu/app/#/home
The Comics for Inclusive English Language Learning (CIELL) project aims to develop the
competences of second language teachers by promoting the use of comic art, and other visual
representations of knowledge. Another goal of the project to enhance the quality of language
teaching materials used for teaching writing as a second language and support the needs of dyslexic
learners in a socially inclusive manner
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